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The mission of Great River AEA #16 is to provide excellence 
in leadership and services to school districts through 

collaborative partnerships among students, parents/care-
givers, educators, and communities while effectively 

utilizing all available resources.

The 2006 “Top 10” 
A Professional Reading List for Educators
Joe Crozier, Chief Administrator

Many of our school mission statements use the phrase “life long learning.”  If our mission is to help our 
students become “life long learners,” we need to ask ourselves if we are models of life long learning.  Do 

we surround ourselves with current periodicals and literature that expand our own learning and provide the intel-
lectual stimulation to help us evaluate our work and our effect on student learning?  

This is the fourth year of providing the “Top 10” Professional Reading List for Educators.  All 
of these books can be found in the Great River AEA 16 professional library in print and audio 
(if available) versions.  

The “Top 10” list I recommend for your reading in 2006, center around leadership, educational 
research, and relationships.  All educators, teachers, administrators, coaches, assistants, and 
support staff must become “life long learners” to provide leadership in the educational settings.  

I think you will find the “Top 10” list helpful to your personal and professional 
growth.

Visit our website www.aea16.k12.ia.us for past “Top 10” List

“Top 10” 
Inside

*All of these books can be found in the Great 
River AEA 16 professional library in print and 
audio (if available) versions.  
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Celebrating 30 years

“Top 10”
1.  The World is Flat:  A Brief History of the Twenty-First Century, 

by Thomas L. Friedman. With his inimitable ability to translate 
complex foreign policy and economic issues, Friedman explains 
how the flattening of the world happened at the dawn of the twenty-
first century; what it means to countries, companies, communities, 
and individuals; and how governments and societies can, and must, 
adapt. The World Is Flat is the timely and essential update on glo-
balization, its successes and discontents, powerfully illuminated by 
one of our most respected journalists.

2.  Winning, by Jack Welch. In Winning, Welch focuses on his actual 
management techniques. He starts with an overview of cultural val-
ues such as candor, differentiation among employees, and inclusion 
of all voices in decision-making. In the second section he covers is-
sues around one’s own company or organization: the importance of 
hiring, firing, and a few other juicy topics like crisis management. 

3.  The One Thing You Need to Know : ... About Great Managing, 
Great Leading, and Sustained Individual Success,  by Marcus 
Buckingham. As a social science researcher and an esteemed 
business consultant, Marcus Buckingham (First, Break All the 
Rules and Now, Discover Your Strengths) has spent considerable 
time studying the big picture. What he has discovered in The 
One Thing You Need to Know is that single “controlling insights” 
exist for a whole range of situations, and when properly applied, 
can encourage exponential improvement and lead to precise ac-
tion and results. In applying this concept to managing, leading, and individual perfor-
mance, he has pinpointed the single element necessary for achieving success in each 
of these three key positions.

4.  School Leadership That Works, by Robert Marzano, Tim Wa-
ters, and Brian McNulty. What does research tell us about the effects 
of school leadership on student achievement? What specific leader-
ship practices make a real difference in school effectiveness? How 
should school leaders use these practices in their day-to-day man-
agement of schools and during the stressful times that accompany 
major change initiatives? Robert J. Marzano, Timothy Waters, and 
Brian A. McNulty provide answers to these and other questions in 
School Leadership That Works. 

5.  Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking, by Malcom 
Gladwell. In BLINK, Gladwell asserts that snap judgments can quite 
often be as good as decisions made cautiously and deliberately. Us-
ing a wide variety of examples--an ex-Marine’s victory in a war-
game simulation, a museum’s purchase of a bogus statue, an emer-
gency room’s method for diagnosing heart attacks--Gladwell asks 
us to step back from overly analytical decision-making and trust our 
instincts and experience. Like his previous work, The Tipping Point, 
BLINK is a thought-provoking, category-defying book.

Summaries adapted from www.amazon.com. Photos obtained from amazon.com, 12/15/05.
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6.  Millennials Rising, The Next Great Generation, by Neil Howe and William Strauss. Building on the con-
cepts they first developed in Generations and 13th Gen, Neil Howe and William Strauss now take on Generation 
Y, or, as they call them, the Millennials. Unlike their rather distressing portrait of the more reactive Generation 
X (the 13th Gen), or the negative stereotypes that abound about today’s kids, this is all good news. According 
to Howe and Strauss, this group is poised to become the next great generation, one that will provide a more 
positive, group-oriented, can-do ethos. Huge in size as well as future impact, they’re making a sharp break from 
Gen-X trends and a direct reversal of boomer youth behavior. Why? Because, as a nation, we’ve devoted more 
concern and attention their way than to any generation in, well, generations. 

7.  The Freedom Writers Diary: How a Teacher and 150 Teens Used Writing to Change Themselves and the World Around 
Them, by Freedom Writers. When Gruwell was a first-year high school teacher in Long Beach, CA, teaching 
the “unteachables” (kids that no other teacher wanted to deal with), she discovered that most of her students 
had not heard of the Holocaust. Shocked, she introduced them to books about tolerance A first-person accounts 
by the likes of Anne Frank and Zlata Filopvic, who chronicled her life in war-torn Sarajevo. The students were 
inspired to start keeping diaries of their lives that showed the violence, homelessness, racism, illness, and 
abuse that surrounded them. Most readers will be proud to see how these students have succeeded; at the end 
of their four-year experience, the Freedom Writers as they called themselves, in honor of the Freedom Riders 
of the 1960s. Grunwell now works at the college level, instructing teachers on how to provide more interactive 
classes for their students. 

8.  The Leadership Challenge, by James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner. In the 1980s and again in the ‘90s, James 
M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner published The Leadership Challenge to address issues they uncovered in research on 
ordinary people achieving “individual leadership standards of excellence.” The keys they identified--model the way, 
inspire a shared vision, challenge the process, enable others to act, encourage the heart, have now been reexamined in 
the context of the post-millennium world and updated in a third edition. After explaining their concept and methodol-
ogy, the authors detail the five essentials noted above in a pair of chapters apiece that bring clarity to their theories 
with case studies and recommended actions. The specificity of each (motivating through “the meaningfulness of the 
challenge, not the material rewards of success,” for example, and being able to “accept the mistakes that result from 
experimentation”) is enhanced by advice on sustaining the commitment and making leadership skills accessible to 
all. 

9.  What Works in Schools: Translating Research into Action, by Robert Marzano. Any school in the United 
States can operate at advanced levels of effectiveness if it is willing to implement what is known about 
effective schooling.  In What Works in Schools: Translating Research into Action, Marzano synthesizes 
that research to provide clear and unequalled insight into the nature of schooling. Marzano defines the 
factors affecting student achievement and offers compelling answers to once elusive questions: How can 
schools set academic goals that do not underestimate student potential? How critical are staff collegiality 
and professional development? Do all students have equal opportunity to learn, given current curriculum 
requirements? Supplemental versus required content-is there room for redefinition? What types of parental 
and community involvement make a real difference? What instructional strategies really work? What influ-
ence can an individual teacher have (as separate from the influence of the overall school)? How can teach-
ers manage classrooms that promote positive student-and-teacher relationships? In each chapter, Marzano 
recommends specific-and attainable-action steps to implement successful strategies culled from the wealth of research data. Schools 
can and do affect student achievement. In his latest work, Marzano leads the way in establishing positive approaches that can make 
the long held dream of effective public education a reality.

10.  What the Best CEOs Know : 7 Exceptional Leaders and Their Lessons for Transforming any Business, 
by Jeffrey A. Krames. Do seven of the most admired, most studied, and most quoted CEOs in the twenty-first 
century have new knowledge to impart about their successes? Krames has created a new spin for the lessons 
from names such as Michel Dell and Jack Welch (plus five others) by fashioning a case-history-like approach. He 
sets the stage by isolating the six traits critical to great CEO success, from instilling a company-wide outside-in 
perspective to understanding the role of culture and how difficult it is to bring about meaningful cultural change. 
Then each of the seven CEOs is “assigned” a specific lesson. For example, Southwest’s success in creating a 
performance-driven culture is introduced by a fictional business problem, headlined “What Would Herb Kelleher 

do?” and followed by a history of the airlines, the problem’s answer, additional questions, and a synopsis of points to remember. 
Post-Enron, any corporate captain of industry can be tarnished; on the other hand, these lessons could remain valuable for years 
to come.

Summaries adapted from www.amazon.com. Photos obtained from amazon.com, 12/15/05.


